Motorcycle rectifier wiring diagram

It actually looks like a bowl of spaghetti â€” like if you unwound it and made it a straight line it
would go from here to the moon. I want to take motorcycle wiring and give you the motorcycle
wiring simplified version. I am not denying that those stock diagrams are not complex. They
include the proper routing and connections for every possible accessory â€” turn signals,
horns, etc. Some of us though are DIY-ers. Put another way, what if you want to run a basic
diagram or are building a stripped down cafe-racer or scrambler? You may not have turn
signals or maybe you just need an absolutely basic setup in order to test fire your newly rebuilt
motorcycle out â€” just the basic set of wiring and connections necessary to fire up your prized
possession to see how it runs. That is what this post is about. You can actually wire things up
from scratch in about half an hour and be ready to give the bike a kick and listen. In a prior post,
I go into 10 amazing pieces of advice for how to do your wiring right. Again, this post is about
what it really takes just to get that engine running. My current harness is actually drawn on a
piece of graph paper my wife gave me, but what was the initial basis for that diagram. It was the
two drawing below. I like these the most, because they are clear and easy to read â€” plus the
Homer Simpson looking character on the first one. Together, these two will get you wired up
and ready to go in under an hour. If you enjoyed this Motorcycle Wiring Simplified post, please
like or share on Facebook , tweet on Twitter , or like on Instagram. It is a one-stop shop for all
your DIY motorcycle repair information needs. Christopher was born in a small-town NY and,
over the years, owned a couple dozen different motorcycles, ranging from cruiser to enduro,
Japanese to American. He started HappyWrench in as he wanted to share his passion for
motorcycles with other people. Spread the love. How to Change Your Motorcycle Battery. May
29, 0. February 28, 0. February 22, 0. April 25, 0. About The Author Christopher. Rectifier
Regulator Wiring Diagram â€” 12v rectifier regulator wiring diagram, atv regulator rectifier
wiring diagram, honda regulator rectifier wiring diagram, Every electric structure consists of
various distinct components. Each part should be placed and linked to different parts in
particular way. Otherwise, the arrangement will not work as it ought to be. To be able to make
sure the electric circuit is built correctly, Rectifier Regulator Wiring Diagram is required. How
can this diagram help with circuit construction? The diagram provides visual representation of
the electric arrangement. On the other hand, this diagram is a simplified variant of the
arrangement. This makes the process of building circuit easier. This diagram gives information
of circuit components as well as their own placements. There are just two things that will be
found in almost any Rectifier Regulator Wiring Diagram. The first component is emblem that
indicate electric element in the circuit. A circuit is usually composed by numerous components.
The other thing which you will find a circuit diagram could be lines. Lines in the diagram show
how every element connects to a another. The order is also not logical, unlike wiring
schematics. Diagram only reveals where to put component at a spot relative to other
components inside the circuit. Even though it is simplified, diagram is a fantastic basis for
everyone to construct their own circuit. One thing that you must learn before reading a circuit
diagram is the symbols. Every symbol that is presented on the diagram reveals specific circuit
element. The most common elements are capacitor, resistorbattery. Additionally, there are other
elements like floor, switch, motor, and inductor. As stated earlier, the lines at a Rectifier
Regulator Wiring Diagram signifies wires. Occasionally, the cables will cross. Injunction of 2
wires is usually indicated by black dot at the junction of two lines. Colours are also utilised to
differentiate cables. Ordinarily, there are two chief kinds of circuit links. The first one is known
as string link. Because of that the electric current in each and every component is similar while
voltage of this circuit is complete of voltage in every component. Parallel relationship is more
complicated than the show one. Unlike in string connection, the voltage of each part is similar.
It is because the component is directly connected to power source. This circuit consists of
branches that are passed by distinct electric current levels. The present joins together when the
branches match. There are several things that an engineer needs to pay attention to if drawing
wirings diagram. To start with, the symbols used in the diagram should be precise. It should
represent the specific component required to build a planned circuit. Meanwhile the negative
source symbol is put below it. The current flows from the left to right. Besides this, diagram
drawer is advised to limit the amount of line crossing. The line and part placement should be
designed to minimize it. But if it is inevitable, use universal symbol to indicate whether there is
a junction or if the lines are not really connected. Since you can begin drawing and interpreting
Rectifier Regulator Wiring Diagram can be a complicated job on itself. The information and tips
which have been elaborated above should be a terrific kick start, though. Rectifier Regulator
Wiring Diagram. True Freezer T 49F Wiring Diagram â€” true freezer model t 49f wiring diagram,
true freezer tf wiring diagram, true t 49 freezer wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement is
composed of various distinct parts. Each part should be placed and linked to different parts
inâ€¦. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring

diagram, hayward pool pump wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement consists of various
different parts. Each part ought to be placed and linked to other parts in particular manner. If
not, theâ€¦. Each component ought to be set and linked to other parts in particular way. If not,
the arrangement will notâ€¦. Gallery of Rectifier Regulator Wiring Diagram. Leece Neville
Alternator Wiring Diagram. Sun Super Tach 2 Wiring Diagram. I get a lot of questions about
wiring motorcycles. An essential part of building any sort of chopper, bobber, cafe racer, brat
bike, or rat rod is getting rid of all the unnecessary items. The above diagram is from a Honda
CB Custom dual cam bike. A lot of the controls can be removed, blinkers, gauges and
indicators, relays and switches. Below is a generic wiring diagram I whipped up that can be
used as a guideline. This diagram is setup to run a headlight and brake light, keep your battery
charged, and have a keyed ignition. When working on your existing wiring loom it is best not to
just start cutting wildly like I do! Inside your headlight is where much of the wiring converges,
so is a good place to start. Remove your headlight and start trimming back the sheaths. Slice
back the sheaths of the wiring loom as far as possible to expose the wires inside. If this is your
first electronics exploration, start with something easier. An easy starting point is the blinkers.
To remove your blinkers, unbolt them one at a time, then trace the wires through the cut open
sheath. But, you should be able to follow the positive lead from each blinker all the way to the
flasher relay which will be near the battery and rectifier under the seat. You can remove all of
this wiring, the relay, and of course the blinkers. Keep going one item at a time. It will do
everything you need. It should be noted that my diagram caters to my desires â€” I generally
remove the switch controls on the left side of the handlebars, and the ones on the right if
possible often times the throttle housing and switches are a single unit. I replace my controls
with simple switches picked up from radio-shack, and mount them where ever pleases me at the
time. In this picture I had one switch overriding the keyed ignition, and another activating the
starter. It was kind of a weird setup, but the only photo I have handy. When removing things you
always want to make sure they are either not being utilized or serve no essential purpose. If you
have questions, please ask them either here in the comments or on my new Motorcycle Repair
Forums. I do my best to help out everyone who posts. Also â€” for some of you who are more
adventurous and are looking for a hardcore diagram for modifying a kickstart only bike to run
sans battery â€” have a looky:. A reader recently had a very note worthy comment. My diagrams
above have the brake light controlled by the same switchable power source as the headlight.
This means that you must turn on the headlight for the brake light to be active. Hans graciously
sent me an edited version of my diagram with the adjustment on it. Have a look:. If Negative
ground â€” Negative side of Coil goes to Points.. Is this correct?? I bought a r ninja engine, had
a loom ext and injection carbs but I really just wanted to remove all the loom and injection carb
which I have done and replaced with a zzr carb, I made my own loom which took some doing
when you know nothing! But I managed to get 2 cdi units and actually got the plugs to spark
and the engine to turnover! But then found that the plugs where not sparking correctly but more
like takers sparking like lightning?. Can anybody please help me?.. You can earn additional
bucks easily, search on youtube for: how to earn selling articles. Awesome write up! Exactly
what i was looking for. I have suzuki gs Before i start tearing down do i need any additional
capacitors of any sort to run bike without battery. Great article! For the XS there is a kick start
back p. That would be awesome if I could. I was thinking and it looks like your diagrams support
this that we dont need to run extra cable, if we can just attach to the closest bit of frame. Aside
from the actual lights, a battery, and some wire, I have no idea what I need or where to start. Can
you help me figure out a wiring diagram and tell me what pieces I need, like solenoid, rectifier,
etc. Any help will be greatly appreciated. I know that writing articles is boring and time
consuming. But did you know that there is a tool that allows you to create new articles using
existing content from article directories or other websites from your niche? And it does it very
well. The new posts are high quality and pass the copyscape test. Hey, I'm Evan and this is one
of my motorcycle sites. Evan Fell Motorcycle Works. You might have checked the wiring
diagram for your bike already and seen something like this: The above diagram is from a Honda
CB Custom dual cam bike. But anywayâ€¦.. Have a look: Mar 30, Evan Fell. Older comments.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Click to cancel reply. The 10 rectifier plugs into the harness at the
same location as the oe rectifier. Part of lamberts bikes online library of pdf motorcycle manuals
wiring diagrams and technical guides. Simple Harley Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram Data
Schema This article is made due to many queries after the post about deadbug prototyping so
ive decided to make a whole instructable to explain how the motorcycle regulator relay works
and how to make it. Motorcycle regulator rectifier wiring diagram. Technical specifications after
working on different voltage regulators i feel to share my findings on your blog so that other
people may also get benefit. Weve included a whole host of learning material and educational
data to help get to grips with these apparently simple devices. How to wire a gy6 scooter

regulator rectifier and how it all works part 3 the regulator duration. The article was submitted
by mr. The color code remains the same. Regulator rectifier diagram here you are at our site this
is images about regulator rectifier diagram posted by maria nieto in wiring category on may 08
Pitbike rectifierregulator wiring diagram isaac p. This is the ultimate guide to the humble
motorcycle regulator rectifier. How to make a reliable motorcycle voltage regulator. You can
also find other images like wiring diagram parts diagram replacement parts electrical diagram
repair manuals engine diagram engine scheme wiring harness fuse box vacuum diagram timing
belt timing chain brakes. Disclaimersome schemes where taken from the ba. View lamberts
bikes 4 pin motorcycle regulator rectifier wiring diagram. I highly recommend using a voltmeter
to test the voltages throught the rev range of the motorcycle before connecting anything to
avoid. Excerpted from a cb wiring diagram. The 10 regulator is connected to the harncss via the
3 single wires with spade terminals these plug into the wires that originally were going to the
tabs on the oe regulator. Please insert the diagrams appropriately in the. The article provides a
detailed explanation regarding the various voltage regulator wiring configurations used in
motorcycles. Wiring Diagram For 3 Way Switch. Led Tube Light Wiring Diagram. Skip to
content. This article is made due to many queries after the post about deadbug prototyping so
ive decided to make a whole instructable to explain how the motorcycle regulator relay works
and how to make it. Honda Sohc Four. Share this: Facebook Tweet WhatsApp. The article
provides a detailed explanation regarding the various voltage regulator wiring configurations
used in motorcycles. The article was submitted by Mr. After working on different voltage
regulators, I feel to share my findings on your blog so that other people may also get benefit.
Please insert the diagrams appropriately in the article. I will update further by providing
examples of each type. Motorcycles are usually equipped with permanent magnet AC
generators. The magnitude of the voltage produced by these generators depends upon the RPM
of the engine. Despite these generators are specifically designed to produce about VAC at high
RPMs, they do require a voltage regulator to provide a safe voltage for battery charging and for
the electrical system. These generators could have single-phase or a three-phase winding. No
matter the winding is single-phase or three-phase; all voltage regulator units have two parts i.
Rectifier Section and Voltage Regulator Section. Here, we will only discuss various types of
voltage regulators and not their internal circuits. Since the incandescent bulbs work well on AC
voltage, there is no rectifier section in this type of regulator. The circuit inside the unit regulates
the AC voltage coming from the generator to This regulator is basically an AC voltage regulator.
In this system, we see that one end of the winding is grounded to the chassis of the bike, which
is connected to the negative terminal of the battery. The other end of the winding supplies AC
voltage to the rectifier section which converts it to DC voltage. Then it enters the Regulator
section which maintains the output to an ideal In this system, both the ends of the winding go to
the Rectifier section which converts AC to DC voltage and then the Regulator section regulates
to In this system, the stator has dual windings. One supplies power for charging the battery and
for the electrical system. The other supplies power exclusively for the Head Lamps and the Tail
Lamps. This type of regulator unit is basically a combination of 3-pin Regulator and 2-pin
Regulator. The 3-pin Regulator section provides The working principle of a regulator for
three-phase generator is the same as 4-pin Regulator A , but of course, the internal circuitry
would be quite different. An example of such 3-phase regulator can be seen in the article:
motorcycle shunt regulator circuit using SCR. If you have any circuit related query, you may
interact through comments, I'll be most happy to help! Your email:. Your email address will not
be published. Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers my comment. Hi, I wonder if you can help
me. I have a s Suzuki A50P and it has a 6 volt system. I am going to need to do some extensive
rewiring and thought I could possibly improve the charging system. This bike has no regulator
but does have a simple diode rectifier for the battery charging system which I believe to be quite
poor where the battery either gets over charged or if the indicators and brakes are used to a
reasonable extent the battery goes flat. I believe the headlight and tail light run AC from the
charging system. Any clues on how to wire this would be greatly appreciated. Regards Lee. Hi,
please provide the color details of the wires from the regulator that you have? It will try to figure
it out! Hi, Ok I can tell you that the charging system has a stator plate with 3 coils mounted on it.
One of the coils is used to power the ignition system. Here goes on the explanation: I have a
yellow wire, a green wire, a blue wire a black wire, a yellow with a white tracer wire and a very
short blue wire with a fork type connector on it. The coil in the diagram is shown attached at
one end to earth, then just a few coils up is the green wire take off, then close to the end of the
coil is the yellow with white tracer take off and right at the end of the coil is the yellow wire take
off. Hope this helps. OK, I thought it is a 4 wire rectifier regulator, but six wire can be difficult to
figure out. It seems it may be a standard alternator regulator circuit, where the regulator
controls the field coil of the alternator for controlling the output voltage t the battery. I have one

related article, which perhaps you can compare with your wiring design and see if it helps you
to identify the connections, or you can build a prototype design for verifying the operations
practically. Hi Thank you very much for your help but this all looks way too complicated for me.
Then wire all the electrics from the battery instead of having an AC supply for the headlights it
might just work. Thanks again Lee. Hi, yes it is a bit complex for any newcomer. I hope your
assumed idea works! Wish you all the best! I have an antique car very similar wired to the 3 pin
regulator except I use a single diode to convert a magneto output to DC then through a auto tail
light bulb to drop the current then to charge a small battery for LED headlights. The original car
used magneto lights and unless the car was going as fast as possible, the headlights were
useless. There is no voltage regulation. The magneto is the power source for the cars ignition
system and coils which produce V emf at times instantly frying the LED headlights. Will a 3 pin
regulator work to stop the excess voltage? First of all you must rectify the low voltage AC using
a bridge rectifier and not a single diode! This will instantly double the power to the headlights. I
am assuming this voltage is below 24 V maximum, in that case you can use a shunt type
regulator as described in the below given post:. The magneto can put out 30VAC as measured
with a meter. The car would show an occasional spike of near V as indicated by an o-scope due
to coil sand points operating. The half wave rectifier delivers enough current to keep the small
battery charged allowing a stop light and occasionally head and tail lights. The above circuit will
work for 30 V or any other volt depending on the transistor specifications. The vape ignition can
run with out the battery, I have a red wire that comes from the cdi unit to charge the battery but
at high rpm it send out a charge higher than 15 volts,can I add another rectifire to reduce this to
14 volts safely? Thanks for your time with this issue. Hi, if the maximum voltage is 15V then you
can bring down to 14V by adding a couple of 6A4 diodes in series with the poritive line.
Otherwise a simple shunt type crowbar should be enough for the job. You can remove the op
amp pin7 resistor and zener, and connect pin7 directly wit the supply line. A call would be
appreciated. I am sorry, I do not have sufficient expertise in the automobile field so solving your
query may not be possible for me at the present moment. Hello, I have a question I hope you
can help me with. While looking for info on voltage regulators I came upon your article. It has
the single phase style similar to your example 4 with 2 charge coils both grounded on one side,
but one goes to the headlights with no regulator, other goes to charge the battery with a single
diode, also no regulator. I believe this is half bridge rectification? My idea was to isolate the
grounded side from the ground and run both sides through a motorcycle style voltage
regulator. Being it has 2 charge coils and would like to utilize both, would I run them in parallel
or series? Or am I overlooking something completely? Any help will be greatly appreciated.
Thankyou for your time. Hello, I am not an automobile expert but electronically your suggestion
seems feasible. You can also make the positives common to run them in parallel. I would like
digital potentiometer if possible 3. I would like use it for 3 phase 12 v motor controller. I would
like digital potentiometer with function when come power from controller to run 12 v, 3 phase i
need start run speed from zero rpm to nominal rpm and stay this speed until power is switched
off I have 3 phase controller with manual potentiometer and i would like have digital with this
function. Can you help? Hi, I need a circuit for my VW beetle alternator. The original avr has
stopped working. I want a circuit that could regulate output Hi, If possible I will try to post a new
article soon regarding car alternator regulator, please stay tuned for a few days. Dear Swagatam
Thanks for your attention and sorry to interrupt you once you have asked to wait. Let me share
with you something as I have studied this subject a bit. A motorcycle generator can not be
compared with car alternator because a bike has a permanent magnet as a rotor you know well.
I am sharing two avr circuits that I could find best in the available pool. Circuit with mosfet is
working in my car as I made it few days back. I used IRF instead as advised in the circuit due to
non-availability. The reason why I am not satisfied is that my alternator turns hot more than
normal specifically when headlights are ON yet, voltage on battery are well regulated v. I fear I
will cook my alternator after few days. Another problem I find is that for warning lamp I must
supplement the circuit with another circuit. The second circuit is attractive for me as it
accommodates the warning lamp. I have not made it yet as I find one flaw in it which can
mislead while driving. The power Darlington is getting supply from warning lamp in series and
connected with small diodes to supply the rotor. In case the lamp is fused or some how wire is
broken, there is no supply for rotor and obviously nothing from three diodes from stator. As
such the result is your car stop on the way when battery drains. Both the circuits have -ve
ground for rotor, this is my requirement. I would like if a modified version is developed. Dear
Anwar, if the alternator is heating up that means it is getting overloaded. According to me there
cannot be an external way to correct the over heating. In the second design if the lamp does not
seem reliable, you could probably replace it with a calculated high watt wire-wound resistor,
and add an LED across it as shown below:. Does the latter have a sensor for the loading

currant. With no load the latter gives only 5 volt if there is no load. Connected to a bulb the load
currant rises. Richard, if you are referring to a bridge rectifier module, the yellow wires are for
AC input, pink could be the positive DC output and the white could be the negative DC output.
Hello Swagatam and thanks for an informative article. I have a mid s Yamaha FZ which has been
heavily modified for race use, including the replacement of the OE lead acid battery with a
modern LiPo battery for weight saving purposes. Many thanks, Gavin. Hello Gavin, you can try
the second last circuit from the following link, and connect it between the existing regulator and
the battery. Before installing you will need to modify the 4k7 resistor value to ensure that the
output never exceeds For this you can feed a 15 or 24 V DC input rated at mA from an adapter
across the DC supply lines of the circuit, and then adjust the 4k7 resistor until a The 4k7
resistor could be replaced with a 10k preset for this adjustment. Hello swagatam good to
meeting you at this wonderful site just question can I apply this kind of regulator to a wind mill
for ac generator thank you any answer bye bye. Thanks pendon, it is possible to use the
concept in windmills provided the regulator is a shunt type regulator designed to shunt the
excess voltage from the input source to ground. I have a cc Honda Benly twin with 6 volt
electrics. It has a single phase alternator which produces up to 50volts AC maybe more if I
really revved the engine! It has 5 wires. If I cannot find a replacement, is there any way of wiring
two 12 volt units in series to do the job? Perhaps there is another make of bike with a single
phase 6 volt system that would be suitable. I would appreciate any help. I am not sure about the
5th wire and why it goes to the battery along with another wire, so effectively two wires are
shorted with the battery positive. If charging the battery from the alternator is the main purpose,
you could try building and installing the last circuit from this article, it should do the job for
you:. Hello, good afternoon, thank you very much for your quick response. You recommend the
circuit with lm, but I do not understand â€¦ The generator of the bike has one. Voltage output
between 60 to 90vca. From already thank you very much. For the LM also you can replace the 6
diode bridge with a 4 diode bridge and feed the input to it from the single phase alternator.
Hello, sir, good afternoon. You could make a voltage regulator circuit for my motorcycle.. Pd:
please have to be quite robust â€¦ Because I already change 3 and always burn. You
recommend the circuit with LM and tip so that the voltage of the motorcycle is well regulated
and can charge the battery â€¦ Thank you. For single phase just replace the 6 diode bridge
rectifier with a 4 diode bridge rectifier circuit. Hello good afternoon, please I need a regulating
circuit from vca to 13vcc well stabilized. Atte: Carlos. Technical Specifications After working on
different voltage regulators, I feel to share my findings on your blog so that other people may
also get benefit. Previous: How to Interface Servo motors with Arduino. You'll also like: 1.
Comments Your Comments are too Valuable! But please see that they are related to the above
article, and are not off-topic! Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search
Related Posts for Commenting Search this website. The zener diode value will determine the
output regulated voltage value. This circuit will be more reliable and robust than other
alternative. Otherwise a simple shunt type crowbar should be enough for the job You can
remove the op amp pin7 resistor and zener, and connect pin7 directly wit the supply line. Adjust
the preset until the output stabilizes to 14V exact. Thankyou very much, I hope to Attempt this
soon. Your help is much appreciated. It is a shunt regulator, it is shown as a block diagram
only. In the second design if the lamp does not seem reliable, you could probably replace it with
a calculated high watt wire-wound resistor, and add an LED across it as shown below: Let me
know if you have any doubts or clarifications. Hello, please see the diagram inside the video. If
you have a 12V battery it will be 14V, for a 6V battery it will be 7V. Hi, thanks for the quick
response.. But my motorcycle is simple phase. I wonder what system is used for Yamaha
outboard motors? The post discusses a list of PWM controlled simple 3 phase motorcycle
voltage regulator circuit which may be used for controlling the battery charging voltage in most
two wheeler. The idea was requested by Mr. The proposed 3 phase motorcycle voltage regulator
circuit for motorcycle may be witnessed in the diagram below. The 3 phase output from the
alternator is sequentially applied across three power transistors which basically act like
shunting devices for the alternator current. As we all that while operating, an alternator winding
could get subjected to huge reverse EMFs, to an extent which could get rip of the insulation
cover of the winding destroying it permanently. Regulating the alternator potential through the
method of shunting or shorting to ground helps to keep the alternator potential under control
without causing adverse effects in it. The timing of the shunting period is crucial here and
directly influences the magnitude of current that may finally reach the rectifier and the battery
under charge. A very simple way of controlling the shunting time period is by controlling the
conduction of the three BJTs connected across the 3 winding of the alternator, as shown in the
diagram. The associated pot with the IC circuit is appropriately adjust for obtaining the correct
average RMS voltage for the battery in charge. The method shown in the 3 phase motorcycle

voltage regulator circuit using mosfets can be equally implemented for single alternators for
getting identical results. A peak voltage regulation feature may be included in the above circuit
as per the following diagram, in order to maintain a safe charging voltage level for the
connected battery. As can be seen, the ground line of the IC is switched by the NPN BC whose
base is controlled by the peak voltage from the alternator. The process prevents the alternator
voltage exceeding above this threshold, thus ensuring that the battery is never over charged.
The second design presented below is a Rectifier plus Regulator for a 3-Phase charging system
of Motorcycles. The rectifier is full-wave and the regulator is shunt-type regulator. A
motorcycle's charging system is different from that on cars. The voltage alternator or generator
on cars are electro-magnet type which are quite easy to regulate. Whereas, the generators on
motorcycles are permanent magnet type. The voltage output of an alternator is directly
proportional to the RPM i. Some small bikes and 3-wheelers which do not run at high speeds,
only have 6 diodes D6-D11 to perform full-wave rectification. They don't need regulation but
those diodes are high ampere rated and dissipate a lot of heat during operation. In bikes with
proper regulated charging systems, normally shunt-type regulation is used. This is done by
shorting out the alternator's windings for one cycle of the AC waveform. An SCR or sometimes
a transistor is used as shunting device in each phase. As soon as charging system passes this
threshold voltage, T1 starts conducting. D3, D4 and D5 are important to isolate the gates from
each other. R4, R6 and R8 help in draining any possible leakage from T1. The automotive diodes
are two types positive body or negative body hence, should be used accordingly. But they
might be little difficult to contact to heat-sink. It also helps us to know how to upgrade the
concept simply into an effective yet cheap design. You have an interesting circuit, but My
motorcycle has a 30 amp alternator, which I'm sure is RMS, and peaks at Your 25 Amp circuit is
not likely to hold up long at all. It is a 3-phase rectifier module, and should have no problem
handling 45 amps peak. I have two on hand. Of course, they'll require a pretty healthy heatsink,
and good air flow. I'm thinking the control circuit should work pretty much as is. I've replaced 3
regulators in the last three months and I'm about tried of throwing good money after bad. The
last one lasted a total of ten seconds before it went bad too. I'm about to build my own and if I
have to build it to power a battleship, so be it. Another thing I've noticed, the laminations used
in the alternator are considerably thicker than those used in electric motors. An pole winding,
and engine operating at highway speeds means much higher frequency, and far more eddy
currents in the iron. What would be the effect on those eddy currents if using a series regulator
that would allow the voltage to go as high as 70 Volts RMS? Would this increase the eddy
currents to the point of overheating the iron, and risk damage to the windings of the alternator?
If so, it would make sense not to allow the voltage to get above 14 Volts, but I still have 20 Amps
coming from the alternator at RPM. Actually, I'm not nearly as concerned about the effects of
voltage on the windings. They appear to be coated with Poly-Armor Vinyl, which is also used in
random wound stators operating at Volts. I'm far more concerned about the heat from the eddy
currents in the laminations, since they are so thick. Here in the States, with 60 htz line current,
the thickness of motor laminations are a fraction of what they are in the alternator. At road
speed, the frequency from the alternator can be 1. In other applications, that would call for a
ferrite core to eliminate the eddy currents. I'm trying to understand the role of eddy currents in
this application. As RPM increases, so does the frequency, and the eddy currents as well. A
means of leveling off current generated at high RPM? Just how much heat does that generate?
Enough to burn out the winding at high RPM? Located inside the engine, I can understand
using engine oil to cool the assembly, however, with the centrifugal force of the flywheel, and
the windings located inside that, I can't imagine any real amount of oil getting to them for
cooling. That's not enough to arc through PAV coating on the wire, unless heat becomes
excessive. However, in shunting the excess to ground, Is there a counter EMF that opposes the
magnetic field from the rotating magnets? And if so, how effective is it? I have read that shunt
control method is good for motor based generators, but this will also mean increased load on
the alternator wheel and more fuel consumption by the vehicle. Is fan cooling an option? I'm
afraid that a cooling fan is not an option for the alternator. That is mounted internal, inside the
engine, and on my Vulcan, there are two aluminum covers over that. Replacing the alternator
winding means removing the engine from the motorcycle. I do not see any way of reducing the
eddy currents because they are induced by the magnets rotating inside the flywheel. However, I
can reduce the current shunted to ground by raising the voltage of the shunt to 24 Volts, and
following that with a series regulator set to 14 Volts. In testing the alternator, I do not see much
effect from counter EMF in reducing short-circuit current. I can load the alternator to 30 Amps,
and by shorting the leads, I still read 29 Amps. However, if using the eddy currents as a
parasitic load to level off the voltage and current at high RPM, it seems to be quite effective.
Shunting 20 Amps to ground as done by factory regulators , increases the heat in the winding in

addition to the eddy currents. By reducing the current through the windings, the heat generated
by the windings should also be reduced. That won't reduce the eddy currents, but should
reduce the overall heat generated by the alternator, hopefully preserving the winding insulation.
Considering the coating on the windings, I'm not nearly as concerned about the voltage
generated. Having worked in electric motor rebuilding for years, I'm aware that HEAT is the
worst enemy of the insulation. The quality of the insulation is reduced as operating temperature
increases. At ambient temperature, PAV coating can hold Volts "turn-to-turn". But raise that
temperature by C, and it may not. I'm also curious. Do they include that in their laminations or
omit the silicon to further reduce the increase of voltage and current at high RPM? It does not
add to the heat, but does reduce the efficiency of the iron, the higher the RPM. By increasing the
resistance to magnetic field reversal in the core, the magnetic field may not penetrate as deeply
into the core before it is required to reverse. So, the higher the RPM, the less penetration by the
magnetic field. The eddy currents may further reduce that penetration. Your analysis makes
sense and appears very much technically sound. But, as you said in your last sentences by
restricting the magnetic filed, the eddy current can be prevented from entering deep. So, having
worked with electric motors for 13 years, I have you at a slight disadvantage? Although, my
studies have also been with electronics, and so was all my work until I found I could make more
money working with motors. That also meant I did not keep up with integrated circuits, and
MOSFETs were delicate little things that could quickly be blown out with the slightest static
charge. So when it comes to electronics, you have me at a disadvantage. I was not able to keep
up with new developments. It's interesting that I have not been able to find much of my
information in one place. Sort of as though none of the concepts are related to each other. Yet,
when putting them all together, they begin to make sense. The higher the frequency, the less
turns are required to get the same inductive reactance. So the higher the RPM, the less effective
the magnetic field becomes. It's about the only way they can keep the output constant once the
output reaches 70 volts. But in looking at the pattern on an oscilloscope, I'm not impressed. A
millisecond of charge time, followed by 6 to 8 millisecond of grounded output. Could this be
why motorcycle batteries don't last long? Six months to a year, while automotive batteries go
on for five years or more. This is why I'm opting to "clip" the voltage level to ground at a higher
voltage, and that clipping being constant. Followed by a series regulator to maintain a constant
charge rate according to what the battery, lights, and circuits require. Then by designing it to
handle 50 Amps, I should never have to replace a regulator again. I'm working with a 50 Amp
rating, but I expect that by using a "clipper" the Amperage should be considerably lower than 20
Amps to ground. Perhaps as low as four Amps. Then the series regulator allows the
approximately seven Amps for the battery, lights, and circuits for the engine. All well within the
wattage rating of the components and not enough voltage to challenge the coating of the
windings. You wrote a very good article about shunt regulators, but 25 Amps is just too small
for my application. Still, it is good inspiration. I am glad liked my article. Or may be by adding
more devices in parallel. At the same time, I'm trying to keep everything compact to fit into room
available, so that large filter capacitor capacitor becomes a problem. It is also not needed if all
three phases are clipped after the bridge rectifier. As you can see in the waveforms, there
should be no capacitor needed. But by clipping at a higher level, the current shunted to ground
should be lower. There should be more than enough to keep the battery charged. One note. To
hold it at 12 volts may not give the battery enough to start the engine. And my circuit is
preliminary, and still subject to change. The factory looks almost primitive, in the way it works.
Their circuit charges the battery until it reaches the trigger level. I've seen automotive batteries
last 5 to 10 years, or longer. As a kid on a farm, my father converted one of the old tractors from
six volts to a twelve volt system, using an alternator from a car. Fifteen years later, that same
battery was still starting the tractor. At the school I work with Teaches motorcycle safety , all
batteries need to be replaced within one year. The only thing I've been able to come up with is
the charging system. Especially, in the batteries where you can not check the fluid levels. The
only problem with the battery may be fluid level, but there is nothing you can do about it. If I'm
able to check and maintain fluid levels, the battery life is extended considerably. The leads
coming from the alternator would be the metric equivalent of According to the AWG table, that's
good for 3. On a 30 Amp alternator with a shunt regulator? The shunt level and the Amperage
should be an inverse proportion, so by clipping the voltage in half, I should reduce the
Amperage significantly. In looking at the rectified waveform, the highest concentration of EMF
is in the lower half. Logic would suggest the current will be reduced to a fraction. I'll find out
when I put it into use. On a cc engine, I don't expect to notice the reduced drag on the engine,
but my fuel economy may improve. And, I remember, back when they first started putting
solid-state regulators on automotive alternators, the magic number was However, I was
planning on setting my series regulator at about Too high and the fluid evaporates more

quickly. You were far more helpful than you know. Originally, I had six different circuits that I
was considering and was going to breadboard each of them. Your article eliminated five of
them, so I get to save considerable time and concentrate on just one. That saves me a good
amount of work. That makes it very well worth the time to contact you. You have my permission
to experiment with my schematic and see what you come up with. On various forums, I'm
reading where a number of people are talking about going to series regulators. Others caution
against too high a voltage destroying the insulated coating on the wire. I suspect the happy
medium may be a combination of both systems, but not shunting the full output to ground. The
circuit is still simple, with few components, but not archaic. Thank you very much for your time
and attention. You don't get any credit for doing them, but it's also completely free. If you have
any circuit related query, you may interact through comments, I'll be most happy to help! Your
email:. Your email address will not be published. Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers my
comment. Hi With ref, to your Fet motorcycle regulator, the addition of the diode for protection
to prevent the fet shorting the battery. I have built this and found this problem as I have realised
that the timer will only be powered from the output of the rectifier. Why it is not good if the is
powered from the rectifier? Hi, that looks much better, I think a fuse in line would also be
recommended. I will try this now and protect the input and output with appropriate fuses in case
of a component failure. I will report back to you when it is complete. This will have a very
dramatic effect, as the device and wiring will catch fire. Hi, The danger that you are anticipating
will not happen at 15 V, since the real voltage of the battery being around And as soon as the
voltage drops below 15V or The original problem with this circuit was the fet was wired directly
across the battery. The 1k is not shifted anywhere, it is still connected with the drain of the FET.
Th IC will still be able to get the operating supply from the alternator, which will be stabilized by
the uF cap and the FET PWM controlâ€¦everything looks fine in the new design. Hi, My
motorcycle regulators have been fine for 20 years on my Kawasaki Er5 too which I have two. I
was intregued with your circuits but I have one concern. The circuit that has the fet, wired
directly across the battery. Hi, thanks for pointing out the mistake, I have corrected the fault and
have updated the new design for your reference. I need avr circuit for car alternator that could
control the output voltage by managing the voltage of rotor. I am trying to develop a 48V battery
charging mechanism using car alternator. That would need modifications to be done to the
alternator regulator and rectifier too. Has anyone attempted this before? If so what are the
modifications done? I have a Royal enfield bullet which head light run by generator. I want to
make a ractifier and regulator unit for it. I want to give 12 volt dc current to headlight for
operating Led head lamp in my motorcycle So please suggest me that how can make a better
RR unit for Royal Enfield. With thanks. Hi, yes it is supposed to maintain a steady voltage
depending on the PWM adjustment, however the mosfet could get significantly hot, therefore a
large heatsink will become mandatory for the application. Hi Swagatam, Forgot to mention that
my DC generator is permanent magnet type. So i opine that the circuit built based on your last
explanation should work perfectly i guess. Waiting for your expert suggestion please. Hi
Deepak, it doesn't make of a difference since the circuit will rectify any form of current applied
across the bridge network according to meâ€¦. Please update the design such that other
members in this forum are also benefited. Thank you for your time and happy dipawali. In both
circuit diagram, the alternator AC output is directly connected to transistor collector. Will
transistor work on AC? In that case I think the last diagram from the following article makes
more sense and is much simpler which you can try instead. I'll try to update the modified design
soon in the articleâ€¦. Hi Swagatam, Thanks for reply. I would be grateful if you could send the
final working circuit made by Mr. My mail id is 'basanta. I have one more question. Please
suggest. Hi Deepak, All these circuits are perfect according to me, as you may see there's
nothing complex or doubtful with their configuration, so please rest assured if you build them
correctly and carefully these will work as per the expectations. By the way here's another article
which you can refer, you can try any of the last two designs for your need. Hi Swagatam, Can
this circuit be used for 48V battery charging with charging current up to Amps. I have a DC
battery charging diesel generator and the regulator has gone faulty in it. I wish to build this
circuit if it can be replacement for faulty unit. Kindly please advise. Thank you. Hi Deepak, yes
definitely you can use it for your a amp application by replacing the BJTs with high power
mosfets capable of handling over ampsâ€¦and mounting them on large heatsinks. First of all,
please clarify what is the type of the generator i. Permanent Magnet type or Field Coil Type.
Both have different circuits. As requested earlier, you should clarify the type of the generator
you have. The above circuits are suitable only for a 3-Phase, Permanent Magnet Generator. If it
is single phase Permanent Magnet Generator or Field Coil Generator then the regulators circuits
would be different. This information is important so that anybody helping you will guide you on
the correct track and of course, save time. Can I use your design for a two-phase alternator that

is grounded to the engine? It has been almost 2 months, I could not get your final schematics.
Perhaps you or Swagatam forgot to forward to me. Sorry to take long time to post again, so I
finally got it working. It turned out I miss connecting the output from the alternator to bridge
pins, that's why it looked like it is not working. I do have something in mind i would like to ask.
Is the 47K preset value is crucial in the design, because I cant't find any 47K trimpot right now.
So I'm using a 50K trimpot instead of 47K, is that okay? What is the main consideration of using
1 ohm resistor between emitter and ground of the BJTs, can I remove it if using a mosfets? The
1 Ohm is related to the max current handling capacity of the transistors, it's for safeguarding
the transistors from getting completely shorted with ground. You can use Ohm's law for
determining them for your transistors as per their max current rating. If the rating of the mosfets
is greater than the alternator max current generating capacity, then it those resistors can be
eliminated. Hi sir thank you for your wonderful design, I am just concern if how can it be
possible if i use an arduino mcu instead of and what is the possible connection? Can I also use
optocoupler to isolate the supply to arduino? Thank you very much sir, can i also used the part
where you placed a zener diode? I don't realy sure about that short circuiting an alternator
output could be equivalent to an open circuit as it is always brings down the engine rpm
whenever I manualy short circuiting the output leads. I haven't had time and proper equipment
to investigate it thou. Not sure at the moment, I'll have to diagnose deep into alternator working
specs to actually confirm the facts. Hi, can I use the schematic for shunting 2 alternator output
in the same connection. I have alternator with stacked windings, that is another winding on top
of first windings so I have 2 set of pole in one alternator. Hi, I am not quite sure about it, if it
matches the shown the three phase winding then probably you can try configuring them in that
manner and see the effect. I'm a bit confused with instruction on place 1K resistor across gate
and ground, can you email me simple illustration on how to do this 1K resistor placement. And
where should the G D S pins go in the shown schematic, I really need to build this regulator as
my RR always failing dunno why but I suspect due to high operational temp from the RR itself in
such a confined space. It is not difficult, just replace the D with the collector, G with the base,
and S with the emitter of the existing BJTs. I'm planning to build it this weekend, I will keep you
posted for the result on my configuration. I think the diodes could be eliminated, and the gates
joined together with pin3 of the IC, and in that case you could even skip the recommended 1K
resistors across G and S of the fets, those won't be required now. If the mosfet replaced with
IRF, is the component values still the same or is it have to be modified again? Will the IRF
survive with slightly higher voltage on high rpms? I'm reading volts in high rpm in open circuits
AC. About the stator current measurement, I cant read the amperage with 2 probe type
multimeter. It's reading zero but the resistor connected between one of the probe and stator
lead is getting hot 1. Connecting the probes directly to the leads also can't have fixed reading,
briefly connecting and disconnecting the the probes do have some reading and the engine
getting slightly stalled when the probes connected directly to the leads. Hi, I have built the
circuit in a bread board and tested it. But it's not working as expected. Maximum voltage
regulated is only about 10v at peak 10K rpm, it should be about v at peak rpm when not
connected to anything. I tried to check if the PWM function is working by connecting a light bulb
to one of the mosfet and it is not conducting in response of the pwm adjust trimpot, the bulb is
dimly lit on one full side of trimpot and fully off on the other side. While the other mosfet is like
alwas conducting no matter how much I turn the trimpot the bulb is lit dimly thou. What did i do
wrong with the circuit, is this type of shunting not suitable for this, is it better to use the SCR
version of regulator? I think your circuit is not working or has some fault, you can check it
separately with a bulb across its pin3 and groundâ€¦and by increasing the 10nF capacitor to uF,
this will slow down the frequency and allow you to see the bulb illumination period in response
to the PwM pot setting clearly. By the way I also have two more similar concepts using SCRs
and a single mosfet which you can refer to through the search box. It could be the circuit, I will
check the circuit again this weekend or next week after ramadhan is over. Actually I'm much
more interested building the one with the SCR as it is a parallel type regulation and it will
prevent the stator from creating very high voltage. What modification should be made if I want
to use mosfet instead of scr, It's more efficient and less heat generated in the mosfet i think.
Mosfet is good because these are designed to handle high current and lower voltages whereas
SCRs are opposite with their specs. Since for a motorcycle alternator the voltage gets restricted
to 14V but current is much higher, therefore mosfets look a better option. Can ic handle the
power from alternator after rectifier? When the engine start i measure the output voltage of
alternator is 14volt AC. Anyway I'll try to do your suggestion. Julian, the IC is to be connected
with an attached batteryâ€¦if you connect it with an alternator directly then obviously it will blow
off. Sir, I've tried this circuit. Pwm ic exploded when linked to the alternator and the engine
started, what's the problem? Im using TIP 35 for transistor. Thanks for your help. Interesting

circuit, thanks for sharing. Also, how can the PWM signal control the average output voltage if
you do not have a zero cross detection circuit? Instead of the , I would rather recommend an
MCU to add zero cross detection and auto regulated output voltage across the entire alternator
bandwidth. Nevertheless, the adjustment would not work for the entire generator bandwidth,
since the PWM signal does not change its frequency. The output voltage should be set at A
motorcycle voltage regulator should keep the voltage within Please be as detailed as possible in
your explanation, I would really like to understand your design, since I'm struggling to design a
voltage regulator circuit for permanent magnet motorcycle generator the one used here. The
second circuit is even more sophisticated as it ensures that a peak voltage not higher than the
zener diode value is allowed to reach across the battery terminals under any circumstances. Hi
Mr. I am newbie on electronics. Can you explain further how to adjust the PWM pot at the circuit
of battery charger above? And what are modifications to do. I thank you very much for your
help. Could you please supply a rectifier circuit with detailed part numbers because my bike
rectifier and regulator comes as a single unit. Dear Prabuddha, you can use 1N and build the
rectifier section as shown in the above diagram. I doubt if 6 x 1N would do the job because they
are just 3A diodes. Depending on the electrical system of a bike, they should be capable of
bearing at least 10A. And according to my experience the rectifier section needs a good
heatsink. How will this circuit regulate the battery charging voltage? The transistors should
shunt when the input voltage reaches the threshold voltage, particularly Technical
Specifications hello my name is junior live in Brazil and work with manufacturing and recovery
regulator rectifier motorcycle voltage and would appreciate a help u, I need a three-phase
mosfet regulator circuit for motorcycles, entreda voltage volts, correte Maximum 25A, maximum
consumption of the system watts,. Previous: Water Softener Circuit Explored. You'll also like: 1.
Comments Your Comments are too Valuable! But please see that they are related to the above
article, and are not off-topic! Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search
Related Posts for Commenting Search this website. Sounds good! Let me know if you run into
any problems! Hello All, I am trying to develop a 48V battery charging mechanism using car
alternator. BR Deepak. Hi Deepak, I have updated the new design for you and all the interested
readers. Happy Diwali to you too!! Hi Swagatam, In both circuit diagram, the alternator AC
output is directly connected to transistor collector. Hi Deepak, that's a good question, it seems I
just missed this point may be because it was referred from another site â€¦. SCRs are ideally
high voltage low current devices, therefore not suitable for your application. Hi Deepak First of
all, please clarify what is the type of the generator i. Deepak As requested earlier, you should
clarify the type of the generator you have. Sure, but how can I post the image? My email is
abuhafss hotmail. Or Swagatam can forward me your image. IS it possible to get schematics for
me too? Ahmad Jauhari It has been almos
uk phone wiring diagram
2012 f450 fuse diagram
97 ford explorer fuel pump replacement
t 2 months, I could not get your final schematics. Hi Swagatam, Sorry to take long time to post
again, so I finally got it working. Thanks Joe. That's wonderful Ahmad, thanks for updating the
info! Ahmed Jauhri Would you please post the final schematic which work for you. Thanks in
advance. Connect the mosfet on a large heatsink to prevent over heating. Hi Em, thanks! I'm
pretty much confused now. Thanks for the reply. Could you please explain how the user can
adjust the shunting of the excess voltage? Thanks again. Hi Tia, the PWM decides the average
output voltage across the bridge rectifier. Dear Sir Do we need to use a heat sink for this
circuit? Dear Sir Could you please supply a rectifier circuit with detailed part numbers because
my bike rectifier and regulator comes as a single unit Thank you. Hi Swagatam How will this
circuit regulate the battery charging voltage? Thanks Abu-Hafss, I have updated the modified
diagram with a peak voltage regulation feature, please check it out.

